Sounder beacon
Data Sheet

What is the sounder beacon?
The Sounder Beacon combines visual
indication together with a loud siren in order
to alert people with hearing or visual
impairments to a certain type of alarm
activation (eg smoke detector) or to an
incoming telephone call. The Sounder Beacon
can be connected to the Lifeline Vi, Lifeline Vi+
or other Tunstall telecare enabled systems.
Two colours are available in order to
differentiate between alarm types.

How does it work?
When activated, the Sounder Beacon will
flash and generate a sound to alert the user
of the present situation.

Why is it needed?
Visual and audible alarms can provide
important feedback for users with hearing or
visual impairments. These can indicate
circumstances such as a caller at the
communal door when used in connection
with a scheme, or the activation of telecare
sensors e.g. Smoke Detectors.

Who is it for?
The Sounder Beacon is for anyone who
requires additional notification of alerts
generated by telecare sensors.

Features and benefits
•

Local visual and audible reassurance allow those with visual and hearing
impairments to have enhanced user
feedback

•

Choice of two colours - to allow users to
differentiate between types of call

•

Sounder can be disabled - for specific
installations tailored to individual needs

Technical details
Weight:

180g

Dimensions:

200 x 90 x 230 (WxHxD)

Power supply:

12v DC to 48v DC

Standards
CE:

Compliant

Manufacturing & design:

SO9001: 2000

Part Number:

92100/18 red
92100/20 blue
8020/48 power supply unit
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